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Abstract: The cloud refers to a set of services and infrastructure that are accessed via the internet. The cloud infrastructure is shared by many users each one performing different tasks. In order to prevent data leakage in the cloud the Cloud Service Provider should employ an Encryption Algorithm to protect the data of the users. Since the cloud service providers and large amount of data the Encryption Algorithm should be very efficient in terms of computational cost and time. Current Cloud service providers use son of the following algorithms to encrypt and decrypt the data Advanced encryption standard(AES), Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). The encryption for cloud should be chosen such that it is computationally efficient for the Cloud Service Provider and also meets the security requirement of the user.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A user or an organisation stores or outsourcers their data to another organisation which is called as Cloud Service Provider (CSP) in order to reduce initial investment for hardware and software required to setup their own network based storage. The user or the organisation which is outsourcing the data trusts the Cloud Service Provider and thinking CSP is honest and stores their data in a secure way without storing or looking into the operations on data. The process of securely storing data in cloud includes set of encryption algorithms and rules to be followed by the CSP and the user. But every cloud service provider should be treated as a honest but curious entity.

A. Symmetric Encryption:

Symmetric encryption is a group of encryption algorithms which has the simplest implementation of encryption algorithms. It uses of single key called a secret key to encrypt and decrypt data. The sender and also the receiver should have the Secret key in order to encrypt or decrypt the data. Usually the key will be generated by hashing the file and file will be encrypted using the hash key. The symmetric encryption algorithm like AES is mostly used in the cloud storages.

B. Asymmetric Encryption:

Unlike symmetric encryption asymmetric encryption uses two keys. One key for encryption and called the public key. The key is named public key because it is published publicly and anyone can view it. Another key for decryption and is called private key. The private key should be kept secret and in a secure manner. Because only the private key can decrypt the data. Algorithms like RSA, NTRU are based on

The asymmetric encryption techniques are more secure because they have two keys and of the two keys only one can decrypt the data which is stored securely and not exposed to the riskier environment by transmitting the key.

II. LITRETURE REVIEW:

Nowadays all the organizations and even common people are moving towards cloud for storage and computational service. There are many advantages of using cloud storage, they are low initial investment for cloud systems and software, all the cloud service providers store the data in a redundant manner and in case of failure storage systems they can easily recover the data. The storage of data in cloud results in cloud-enabled collaboration between different users of the organization.

The present cloud service providers such as Google Cloud Platform, Amazon EC2, and Microsoft Azure use Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Protecting data at rest. And use Rivest–Shamir–Adleman (RSA) for applications that involve passing of messages between two systems. All the Cloud Service Providers use AES-256 a 256-bit variant which has a 256 bit key for encrypting the data and has 14 rounds of calculations.[1][2]. However the above mentioned algorithms have some drawbacks. For any cryptographic algorithm it is considered an attack if someone can break the cipher text before a brute force attack. For AES there have been many number of instances where either key is recovered or it is attacked by side channel attacks also called as implementation attacks.

AES has an proven key recovery mechanism which can recover the key of the algorithm in a very less time of up to 1/3 to 1/5 of the actual time. The characteristics of the AES which allowed the attack possible are the design of AES round transformations which don’t have resistance to many groups of attacks[5].

There are also some side channel attacks on AES which are based on the implementation of the AES. The attacker should have access to the machine which is computing the AES.
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The attacker will monitor the cache memory and will modify a part of the cache memory. Then will check the amount of time taken to reload from the cache. This gives a frequency of the parts of the keys stored in the cache. With this information, the AES key can be reconstructed in a time less than the time required for brute force attack.[6]

There are also some attacks on the RSA algorithm also, they are as follows. Whenever an instance of RSA is running, there will always be errors in the computation. Those error values can be used to attack and find the ciphertext also RSA is vulnerable to index calculation attacks [7][8].

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for securing the files that are stored in the cloud using NTRU encryption algorithm. The NTRU is based on the algebraic properties of certain polynomial rings. The hard problem on which NTRU is based on is the shortest vector problem which is the finding a shortest vector in a lattice [9].

The NTRU is a public key cryptosystem which will have two keys namely public key and private key. The public key will be used for encryption and the private key will be used for decryption.

The operations of NTRU takes place over a ring of truncated polynomials

\[ p = Z_q[X]/(X^N - 1) \]

In the polynomial ring \( p \) a polynomial \( f \) is defined by

\[ f = \left( f_0, f_1, f_2, f_N-1 \right) \]

\[ f = f_0 + f_1 X + f_{N-1} X^{N-1} \]

NTRU is made up of six publicly available integers

- \( N \) is prime and sufficiently large to prevent lattice attacks.
- \( p \) and \( q \) are relatively prime numbers.
- \( q \) is much larger than \( p \).
- \( L_f = B(d_f) \) is a set of polynomials where private keys are selected.
- \( L_g = B(d_g) \) is a set of polynomials where public keys are selected.

While choosing the parameters should be very careful to choose \( q \) much larger than \( p \) in order to prevent decryption failures.

A. Key Generation:

- Randomly choose a polynomial \( f \in L_f \) such that \( f \) is invertible in modulo \( p \) and modulo \( q \).
- Compute \( f_p = f^{-1} \mod p \).
- Compute \( f_q = f^{-1} \mod q \).
- Compute \( h = g \cdot f_q \mod q \).
- Public key is \((N,h)\).
- Private key is \((f,f_p)\).

B. Ntru Encryption

The plain text should be converted into a polynomial format in order to do the mathematical operations on it.

- Convert the plaintext into a polynomial \( m \) such that \( m \in L_m \).
- Choose a polynomial in random \( r \) where \( r \in L_r \).

Now encrypt the plain text \( m \) using public keys \((N,h)\) and using the encryption rule

\[ e = p \ast r \ast h + m \mod q \]

C. Ntru Decryption:

- Compute \( a = f \ast e \mod q \).
- Transform \( a \) into a polynomial with coefficients in the interval \([-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}] \) by using centring procedure.
- Compute \( m = f_p \ast a \mod q \).

The computed \( m \) is the plain text after decryption.
IV. RESULTS:

To evaluate the proposed system a system with an intel core i3 processor with 4gb of DDR3 RAM is used. Systems are given with Set of files of varying sizes ranging from 1 MB to 70MB. Both the systems are given with same set of files and the execution time is noted. The time taken to encrypt and decrypt the files are measured and taken as evaluation metrics. The evaluation is done by using the following metrics such as,

- The time for encryption.
- The time for decryption.
- Total time taken for encryption and decryption.

A. The time taken for encryption:
The time taken to encrypt the files using both the algorithms are compared to evaluate the performance of the proposed system. The proposed system encrypts 75% faster than the existing system. This performance improvement is due to the fact that the existing system uses AES-256 to encrypt the files. The faster performance is the result of the simplicity in the implementation of the NTRU algorithm. The NTRU cryptosystem is fast because of the simple multiplication of the polynomials.

B. The time taken for decryption:
The proposed NTRU cryptosystem offers a good 80% better performance compared to the existing system. The performance is due to the simple mechanism used to decrypt, finding the two shortest vectors in a given lattice. The proposed NTRU cryptosystem is very efficient in decrypting the data.

C. The time taken for encryption:
The overall performance of the existing and proposed systems are measured by encrypting and decrypting simultaneously. The NTRU cryptosystem proved to be 73% faster than the existing system. The performance graph of the NTRU cryptosystem is almost linear when compared to the existing system. From the results we can conclude that the NTRU cryptosystem is very fast when compared to the existing systems. Also NTRU is very secure, which is not broken by anyone till this time.
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V. CONCLUSION

The NTRU cryptosystem proved to be 73% faster than the existing system. Thus a faster system means it will consume very less resources such as time and memory usage when compared to the existing system. NTRU also has a record of being not broken by anyone. NTRU is quantum safe which means there is no algorithm which can break it in a quantum time. Thus NTRU is the best algorithm suited for the security of files stored in the cloud systems.
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